Neg. # 672 McKean Island
Lesser Frigatebird colony, vegetation; Lepturus, in dumps (right), Boerhaavia (center foreground), Sesuvium (right center)

around lagoon edge.
Photo C.D. Hackman July 1968
Neg. # 703 McKean Island
Lesser Frigatebird colony. Vegetation; Boerhaavia (foreground) Sesuvium (background along shores of lagoon). July 1968 Photo C.D. Hackman
Neg. # 724  McKean Island
Lesser Frigate colony.
Photo C.D. Hackman  July 1968
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Nesting and flying frigates
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PHOENIX Island - Nov. 5, 1963

Lesser Frigate colony.
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McKean I. Oct 25-27, 1963

Older group of Lesser Frigate young.
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